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ABSTRACT 

The South Pyrenean fold-and-thrust belt triangle zone developed above Eocene to Oligocene foreland evaporitic 
levels. The triangle zone, Oligocene in age, dies eastwards and westwards where the thrust front becomes south-directed 
and emergent. The eastern and western terminations of the triangle zone coincide with the edges of the evaporitic 
basins. The frontal thrust wedge defines abrupt changes in trend related to the depositional orientation of evaporitic 
limits: the NE-SW Suria Anticline, the NW-SE Sanaiija Anticline and the E-W Barbastro-Balaguer Anticline. The 
thrust wedge is formed commonly at pinch-outs of salt without changes in structural level, although in some localities 
the thrust wedge developed above a thrust ramp geometry. Constrained timing and structural evolution of the foreland 
fold-and-thrust belt indicate the existence of northern and previous thrust wedges located at the Oliana and Puig-reig 
anticlines and the Sanaiija Anticline that have been abandoned as deformation progressed southward. Frontal thrust 
wedges were incorporated into the triangle zone which widened as new frontal thrust wedges developed forwards, at 
the southern edge of higher evaporitic levels. The exposed example is well understood because of continuous field 
exposures, syntectonic sedimentary relationships and new, good quality seismic profiles as well as subsurface control 
from oil and potash exploration wells. 

RESUME 

La zone triangulaire de la zone de plissement et de chevauchement des Pyrenees australes s'est developpee au-dessus 
des niveaux evaporitiques d'avant-pays d'age s'echelonnant de l'Eocene a I'Oligocene. La zone triangulaire, d'age 
Oligocene, s'estompe vers I'est et I'ouest la Oll le chevauchement frontal se dirige vers le sud et emerge. Les extremites 
est et ouest de la zone triangulaire correspondent aux marges des bassins evaporitiques. Le prisme a chevauchement 
frontal definit les changements abrupts de direction relatifs a I'orientation des depots des limites evaporitiques : l'anticli
nal NE-SO Suria, I'anticlinal NO-SE Sanaiija et I'anticlinal E-O Barbastro-Balaguer. Le prisme de chevauchement est 
forme habituellement aux retrecissements de sel sans changement de niveau structural, meme si pour certains emplace
ments les prismes de chevauchement se sont developpes au-dessus de la geometrie de rampe de chevauchement. Les con
traintes de temps et de l'evolution anticlinale de la zone de plissement et de chevauchement de l'avant-pays indiquent la 
presence de prismes de chevauchement au nord et anterieurs situes aux anticlinaux Oliana et Puig-reig et a l'anticlinal 
Sanaiija qui ont ete abandonnes a mesure que la deformation se depla<;a vers le sud. Les prismes de chevauchement vers 
le front ont ete integres a la zone triangulaire qui s'est elargie it mesure que les nouveaux prismes de chevauchement se 
sont developpes vers l'avant, it la limite sud de la marge de niveaux d"'evaporites" plus eleves. L'exemple expose est bien 
connu it cause des affleurements continus, des relations sedimentaires syntectoniques et des nouveaux profils sismiques de 
bonnes qualites ainsi que le contr61e de subsurface des puits d'exploration de petrole et de potasse. 

INTRODUCTION 

The triangle zone in the Canadian Rockies has become the 
type example of one of the principal styles among buried 
thrust fronts observed in fold-and-thrust belts (Morley, 1986; 
Vann et al., 1986). The understanding of the internal structure 
and kinematics of triangle zone is important for commercial 
exploration, especially where this internal structure is poorly 
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imaged by seismic profiles. Triangle zones may contain large 
volumes of oil, gas, coal and, as in this study area, salt 
(potash). The term triangle zone was first used to describe the 

imaged seismic geometry of the Foothills of the Alberta 
Rocky Mountains (Gordy et al., 1977; Price, 1981; Jones, 
1982) and has been defined as the strata between the basal 
blind thrust, the hinterland-verging thrust and the most external 
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of the foreland-verging thrusts to intersect the surface (Gordy 
et al., 1977; Charles worth et al., 1987) disregarding internal 
structure. The term triangle zone has also been defined as the 
structure formed by two upward-converging thrusts within the 
hanging wall of a thrust (Butler, 1982). In this paper, we shall 
refer to the south-Pyrenean triangle zone in the sense of Gordy 
et al. (1977) and Charlesworth et al. (1987). We shall use the 
term frontal thrust wedge to describe the frontal structure 
bounded downwards by a blind sole thrust and upwards by a 
hinterland-directed thrust, i.e., similar to the term intercuta
neous wedge as defined by Charlesworth and Gagnon (1985) 
and McClay (1992). 

The southern Pyrenees consist of basement and cover thrust 
sheets which were displaced southwards (Fig. 1) from Late 
Cretaceous to Early Miocene as a result of the continental 
collision between the Iberian and European plates (Mufioz et 
aI., 1986). Well preserved synorogenic deposits enable us to 
constrain the age of development of the thrust front and to 
compare the observed structural features at surface with the 
available seismic data. The geometry of the south Pyrenean 
front changes along strike and the triangle zone geometry is 
restricted to certain areas of the central and eastern Pyrenees. 
Both the geometry and extent of the triangle zone are con
trolled by the stratigraphy of the Ebro foreland basin (Fig. 2). 
The three evaporitic horizons in the Ebro Basin are the main 
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detachment levels (Fig. 2). The lower one (Beuda Formation 
of Lutetian age) is located in the marine part of the foreland 
basin succession. It can consist of more than 1000 m of alter
nating shales and anhydrites with 100 m of salt in its middle
upper part (Martfnez et aI., 1989). An intermediate evaporitic 
formation (Cardona Formation of Priabonian age) contains up 
to 300 m of salt (Pueyo, 1975) and it represents the last marine 
infill of the basin (Rosell and Pueyo, 1984). The upper evapor
ites are Late Eocene-Oligocene in age and are deposited in the 
distal parts of prograding fluvial systems. These evaporites 
reach in some localities more than 1000 m and may contain 
salt sequences. 

In this paper, we discuss the geometry and evolution of the 
south Pyrenean triangle zone and, in more detail, its frontal 
thrust wedge geometry and its changes in age along strike. 
Evidence for the timing and kinematics of the triangle zone 
comes from syntectonic sediments and serial cross-sections of 
the structures along strike supported by seismic data and 
exploration drillholes. The south Pyre ne an triangle zone can 
be considered an example of thrust wedge development related 
to salt tectonics. 

SOUTH PYRENEAN THRUST FRONT 

The geometry of the south Pyrenean front varies from east 
to west. In areas where the Ebro foreland basin is undeformed 

FRANCE 

ECORS seismic profile 

-~ -c::.~~.::r--

.. Upper Thrust Sheets 
•.. A~i of the South Pyrenean Thrust Belt 

Fig. 1. Structural map of the southern Pyrenees. Box indicates the study area. Cross-section between A and B is based on the ECORS profile. 
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Fig. 2. Stratigraphy of the Ebro foreland basin. Basin infill changed 
from marine to continental during thrusting. The three evaporitic levels 
outlined are the main detachments of the South Pyrenean Thrust 
System. 

or only slightly defonned, the south Pyrenean front is strongly 
emergent in the sense of Morley (1986). This is the case west 
of Barbastro (Fig. 3) where the emergent thrust (South 
Pyrenean Main Thrust) superimposes Mesozoic rocks on an 
autochthonous slightly defonned foreland. In the central and 
eastern Pyrenees, the Ebro foreland basin is deformed by 
fault-related folds and thrusts defining a buried thrust front. 
The tip line can be located in this area up to 40 km south of 
the South Pyrenean Main Thrust (Verges et aI., 1992). The 
front is characterized at the surface by antiforms separating 
the undeformed subhorizontal beds of the Ebro Basin from the 
deformed foreland. The tilted beds in the southern limbs of the 
frontal antifonns have been in most cases transported passively 
towards the hinterland along a passive-roof thrust in the sense 
of Banks and Warburton (1986). As a result, the thrust front 
has an intercutaneous wedge geometry. Eastward, the triangle 

o Lleida 

zone disappears by progressive attenuation of the frontal thrust 
wedge. The frontal structure of the easternmost Pyrenees, 
south of Ripoll (Fig. 3), is a detachment anticline on top of the 
buried tip line of the sole detachment (Fontbote et al., 1986; 

Mufioz et aI., 1986). 

TRIANGLE ZONE GEOMETRY AND TIMING 

The triangle zone narrows to the west and ends where the 
most external structure is located in the footwall of the South 
Pyrenean Main Thrust (Fig. 3). The irregularity in the geome
try of the triangle zone as it is traced along strike (Fig. 3) 
results from variation in the geometry of the South Pyrenean 
Main Thrust and in the trend of the frontal thrust wedge. The 
former is inherited from the geometry of the Mesozoic exten
sional basins and the latter is controlled by the southern pinch
outs of the three foreland evaporitic horizons (Verges et aI., 
1992; Sans and Verges, in press). The tectonic style of the 
triangle zone's internal structure is characteristic of folded 
strata overlying evaporites (Davis and Engelder, 1985; 
Harrison and BaBy, 1988). The synclines are wide and flat
bottomed and separated by narrow and complex anticlines 
(Fig. 4). The anticlines are salt cored, have no dominant ver
gence, have been cut by north- and/or south-directed thrusts 
and some, as in the case of the Cardona Anticline, have been 
overprinted by diapirism. The orientation of these folds allow 
the triangle zone to be divided into three areas. A northeastern 
region with ESE-WNW structures, a central region with NE
SW-trending structures and a southwestern region with WNW
ESE-trending folds (Fig. 3). Each of these three areas is locat
ed above a different evaporitic formation of the foreland. The 
northeastern region is located above the Beuda Fonnation, the 
central region above the Cardona Formation and the south
western region above the Barbastro Formation. These three 

Basement thrust sheets 

Fig. 3. Structural map of the study area. The triangle zone (dark grey) is bounded by the South Pyrenean Main Thrust (SPMT) in the north 
and the most external structure in the foreland to the south. The triangle zone is internally deformed by anticlines with different orientations indi
cated in the map. 
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horizons constitute the triangle zone's basal detachment. This 
has a staircase geometry with wide flats located in the evapor
itic formations (Fig. 4), ramps coinciding with their south
western edges and buried tip lines in their southeastern ones. 
This difference between the southwestern and southeastern 
margins is related to the oblique arrangement of the evaporitic 
basins with respect to the thrust transport direction (Verges et 
aI., 1992; Sans and Verges, 1996). The location of ramps at 
depth corresponds with the changes in orientation of the folds 
and thrusts at the surface. 

Each of the three main thrust wedges developed along the 
southern margins of the evaporitic basins is therefore charac
terized by its own fold trend. The northern thrust wedge is 
located at the southern pinch-out of the Beuda Formation 
where the basal thrust climbs up into the Cardona salt. The 
Oliana and Puig-reig anticlines represent the surface structure 
of this ramp (Figs. 3, 4). The intermediate wedge coincides at 
the surface with the Santa Maria d'OI6, Suria and Sanaiija 
anticlines and it is related to the southern pinch-out of the 
Cardona salt. The southernmost wedge lies on top of a buried 
tip line located at the edge of the Barbastro Formation and is 
represented at the surface by the Barbastro-Balaguer 
Anticline. 

The syntectonic sediments related to these thrust wedges 
allow the wedges to be dated. Most of the syntectonic deposits 
are continental and their ages have recently been determined 
precisely by an extensive magnetostratigraphic survey 
(Burbank et al., 1992a, b; Verges and Burbank,1996). 
Structures at the southern limit of the Beuda Formation (Puig
reig and Oliana anticlines) developed after deposition of the 
Cardona salt during Late Eocene-Early Oligocene times 
(Burbank et aI., 1992a). Structures at the limit of the Cardona 
Formation (Santa Maria d'OI6, Suria and Sanaiija anticlines) 
deformed uppermost Lower Oligocene deposits (Saez, 1987). 
Structures in the western extremity of the Sanaiija anti form 
involve fluvial and lacustrine sediments interpreted as Lower 
and Upper Oligocene by magnetostratigraphy (Meigs et al., 
in prep). -Farther south and west, the Barbastro-Balaguer 
Anticline has been dated as Late Oligocene-Early Miocene 

s 
SanaOja 
anticline 
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(Pardo and Villena, 1979; Riba et al., 1983; Senz and 
Zamorano, 1992). From these ages, the three wedges are con
sidered to have been the successive frontal structures of the tri
angle zone during its development. The frontal thrust wedge 
deformation migrated to the southwest in agreement with the 
overall decreasing age for the end of the Pyrenean orogenesis 
from east to west (Verges, 1993). 

FRONTAL THRUST WEDGE GEOMETRY 

In the triangle zone, thrust wedges developed at the south
ern limits of the three evaporitic horizons. These structures 
represent relict thrust fronts abandoned as the basal thrust 
propagated southwards. Each of these thrust fronts had a thrust 
wedge geometry that together with the emergent South 
Pyrenean Main Thrust defined the triangle zone (Fig. 3). 

From east to west each thrust front changes along strike 
from a detachment or fault-propagation fold to a thrust wedge 
(antiformal-stack passive-roof duplex). All these structures 
can develop either above the buried tip line of the basal 
detachment or on top of a ramp. Details of the geometry of 
these different thrust wedges as well as their along-strike geo
metrical changes are explained below. Each thrust front is 
named after the evaporitic formation which contains the basal 
thrust of the frontal thrust wedge (Beuda thrust front, Cardona 
thrust front and Barbastro thrust front). 

BEUDA THRUST FRONT 

The Beuda thrust front is represented at the surface by the 
Puig-reig and Oliana anticlines (Fig. 3). These structures were 
initiated where the triangular zone basal detachment jumped 
from the lower detachment, located in the Beuda Formation, to 
an upper detachment, located in the Cardona Formation. These 
two anticlines have been differentially transported to the 
south. That the Puig-reig Anticline increases its shortening 
from east to west, evolving from a detachment anticline to an 
anti formal stack over a footwall ramp profile (Verges and 
Burbank, 1996) is well documented by seismic. At surface, the 
anticline is slightly south-verging and open and there is no 
evidence for a backthrust in its southern limb. The Oliana 

Vilanova 
anticline 

Cover thrust sheets 
N 

Solsona 
Oligocene 

Bartlastro 
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Fig. 4. Regional cross-section through the Beuda and Cardona thrust fronts. The Oliana Anticline was initiated where the basal thrust ramps 
from the 8euda Formation to the Cardona Formation and has been transported over the Cardona flat The Vilanova de I'Aguda Anticline is locat
ed above the Cardona flat and the SanaOja Anticline is the frontal structure of the Cardona thrust front See location of the cross-section in 
Figure 3. 
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Anticline is a NE-SW-trending doubly plunging fold and it 
represents the westward continuation of the Puig-reig 
Anticline (Fig. 3). The Oliana Anticline involves more short
ening than the Puig-reig Anticline and its displacement over 
the Cardona detachment level has been of several kilometres. 
Seismic and drillhole data evidence that it is cored by a fore
land-dipping duplex (Fig. 4). The floor thrust of this duplex is 
located in the Beuda Formation and the roof thrust in the 
Cardona Formation. A backthrust is observed in the southern 
limb of the Oliana Anticline and it is also inferred from sec
tion balancing (Verges, 1993). The Oliana Anticline represents 
a frontal thrust wedge of the Early Oligocene triangle zone 
which at that time was located between this wedge and the 
South Pyrenean Main Thrust. 

CARDONA THRUST FRONT 

The Cardona thrust front developed at the southern limit of 
the Cardona Formation. Its geometry in map view is irregular 
and it is represented at the surface by folds of different orien-

tations. The eastern segment of the thrust front has a NE-SW 
trend and is represented by the Santa Maria d'0l6 and Suria 
antiforms and the western segment is represented by the NW
SE Sanaiija Anticline. 

The Santa Maria d'016 and Suria antiforms show a relay 
arrangement. The eastern and southernmost Santa Maria 
d'016 Anticline is relayed to the west by the Suria antiform 
(Fig. 3). Southward of the area of relay between these anti
clines there is a minor foreland-directed thrust and related 
folds. The Santa Maria d'016 evolves along strike from a 
detachment fold to a thrust wedge (Sans and Verges, 1996). 
The Suria antiform is characterized at the surface by two NE
SW-trending structures of opposite vergence (Ramfrez and 
Riba, 1975), a south-verging salt-cored anticline in the north 
and a backthrust in the south (Fig. 5). At depth, the Suria 
antiform comprises two intercutaneous wedges developed at 
different strati graphic levels. The southern wedge (southern 
Suria backthrust) is bordered by a south-directed layer-parallel 
basal thrust flat located within the Cardona Formation and a 

Southern backthrust Northern anticline 

1 S -17 

lkm ... 

E 5 

Fig. 5. North-south serial cross-sections of the Suria Anticline based on surface data and seismic profiles (see Fig. 6). The basal thrust is 
located within the Cardona Formation. The northern anticline shows a lateral change in structural style which can be interpreted also as a time 
evolution from a detachment fold to a thrust wedge structure. See location in Figure 3. Potash exploration wells are indicated in the figure (e.g. 
S-11). ' 
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Fig. 6. Partial seismic section of the thrust wedge geometry of the northern Suria Anticline. The branch point of the south- and north-directed 
thrust is located at the divergence of reflectors. The north-directed thrust does not outcrop at the surface. This seismic section is parallel to sec
tion 1 in Figure 5. 

north-directed roof backthrust. The northern wedge (northern 
Suria Anticline) has a quite different geometry. The lower 
thrust is a ramp from the Cardona Formation to a local and 
intermediate detachment level (located in marls and lime
stones). The upper thrust also shows a ramp from the interme
diate detachment to an upper one located in a lutitic sequence. 
Both wedges del aminate the sedimentary pile located above 
the Cardona salt detachment level. 

Cross-sections of the Suria antiform show relevant differences 
in tectonic style and illustrate a possible evolution with time of 
the structure from east to west (Fig. 5) (Sans and Verges, 1996). 

SW-NE 

The southern backthrust shows a westward increase in displace
ment and the northern fold a change from a symmetric detach
ment anticline to an asymmetric anticline cored by a thrust 
wedge. The transition from a salt-cored anticline to a thrust 
wedge-cored anticline has no expression at the surface, except as 
a change in vergence of the fold. The thrust wedge geometry 
results from the upward relay of thrusts with opposing vergences 
(Fig. 6). The eastern north-directed thrust is replaced westwards 

by a south-directed thrust which flattens upward into an interme
diate detachment level. From this intermediate detachment level 
a new north-directed thrust propagates upwards. 

Sa-1 

. '11 'ocene : : .... 

o 1 km 

Fig. 7. Cross-section of the SanaOja Anticline based on surface and seismic data. The basal detachment climbs from the Cardona to the 
Barbastro Formation under the SanaOja Anticline. Hinterland-directed backthrusts develop within the Barbastro Formation in the southwestern 
limb of the Anticline. See location of cross-section in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the SanaOja Anticline. 1) Initial geometry of the 
Cardona salt (grey), the Barbastro gypsum (inverted "v" symbols) and 
the clastic cover (dotted). 2) Salt flowed from the northeast into the 
anticline and folds developed in the Barbastro gypsum related to the 
shear sense in the detachment. 3) A backthrust reactivated previous 
foreland-directed structures and separated folded gypsum layers from 
nonfolded gypsum layers. 4) Salt flow from the northeastern limb con
tinued at the same time that a hinterland-directed duplex developed in 
the Barbastro Formation. 

To the west, the Stiria anti form merges with the NW-SE 
Sanaiija Anticline which represents the western segment of the 
Cardona frontal thrust wedge (Fig. 3). The Sanaiija Anticline 
is a symmetric anticline at surface but its deep structure is dif
ferent beneath each limb (Fig. 7). The first interesting feature 

is the drastic salt reduction under the northeastern limb of the 
fold compared to the southwestern one. This reduction is 
interpreted as salt withdrawal from the northeastern sync line 
to the Sanaiija Anticline in a southwestward direction. The 
Cardona Formation is horizontal and not deformed under the 
southwest limb of the anticline indicating that there has been 
no withdrawal from this limb. This is interpreted to be due 
mainly to a facies change from salt to gypsum in the Cardona 
Formation in this area which, in turn, caused the basal thrust 
to ramp to an upper detachment in the Barbastro gypsum. 

The structure of the Barbastro Formation also varies from 
one limb of the Sanaiija Anticline to the other. In the north
eastern limb it shows no signs of deformation, whereas in the 
southwestern one it is strongly deformed. This deformation 
has been interpreted in terms of a southwest-dipping duplex 
that thickens the Barbastro Formation. The basal thrust of this 
duplex is located at the base of the formation and the roof 
thrust is a few metres below the upper contact. At the surface, 
the backthrusts comprising this duplex have little expression 
and could be located between the undeformed Barbastro gyp
sum layers that are parallel to the clastic cover of the south
west limb and the intensely folded gypsum that outcrops in the 
anticline. 

The evolution of this anticline is sketched in Figure 8. In a 
first stage, as the basal detachment propagates towards the 
foreland, the Barbastro gypsum and, presumably, the Cardona 
salt deformed into folds of small wavelength (tens of metres). 
These folds have a generalized southwestern vergence in both 
limbs of the Sanaiija Anticline, which indicates that they are 
not diapiric or second-order folds of the anticline (Sans et aI., 
1994). Instead, they are related to the ductile shear in the 
detachment levels. The ramping of the basal thrust favoured 
the flow of the Cardona salt from the northeast syncline into 
the anticline in front of the ramp. Blocking of the basal thrust 
to the southwest due to reduction in thickness of the salt layer 
and the consequent increase in basal friction led to develop
ment of a northeast-directed backthrust (thrust wedge). As 
shortening increased, hinterland-directed duplexes developed 
in the southwest limb of the anticline. Growth of the Sanaiija 
Anticline ended with the complete withdrawal of the Cardona 
Formation from the adjacent syncline to the northeast. Growth 
of the anticline and steepening of the limbs resulted in some 
segments of the backthrust becoming inactive in the hanging 
wall of the roof backthrust. 

BARBASTRO THRUST FRONT 

The most frontal structure of the triangle zone in its west
ern part (central Pyrenees) is marked by an E-W to ESE
WNW-trending antiformal structure named Barbastro 
Anticline (Martfnez and Pocovf, 1988). Its eastern extremity 
corresponds with an open detachment fold, locally truncated 
by a small thrust. The fold disappears towards the east as the 
Barbastro evaporites decrease in thickness. There is no struc
tural evidence at the surface of the buried lateral tip line of the 
basal detachment between the eastern end of the Barbastro 
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Fig. 9. Balanced and restored cross-section of the Barbastro thrust front showing minimum shortening. The existence of overturned detritic 
beds incorporated in the southern limb of the anticline illustrates its internal structure. The northern part of the section, where the internal struc
ture is less constrained, has been restored using constant thickness for the Barbastro Formation regardless of the resultant geometry of the 
underlying beds. See location of cross-section in Figure 3. 

Anticline and the Sanatija thrust wedge (Fig. 3).The Barbastro 
Anticline is cored by gypsum, although salt is also present at 
depth as evidenced by wells and salt springs north of the anti
cline. The internal structure of the anticline is dominated, sim
ilarly to the Sanatija Anticline, by tightly folded gypsum. 
Folds in the gypsum have a dominant southward vergence in 
both limbs of the anticline. Cross-sections through the south
ern limb of the anticline reveal the existence of an upper 
detachment located between intensely folded gypsum outcrop
ping in the core of the anticline and nondeformed upper gyp
sum layers parallel to the overlying foreland-tilted clastic 
sequence (Fig. 9). The sense of movement of this upper 
detachment, which defines together with the lower sole 
detachment the most frontal thrust wedge, is not always evi
dent from field, data. The south-vergent folds and downward
facing structures below the upper detachment suggest a sense 
of displacement towards the south, at least before the growth 
of the Barbastro Anticline. However, north-facing folds also 
demonstrate a hinterland-directed upper detachment. 

In the western area of the Barbastro Anticline, preserved 
clastic rocks overlying the gypsum facilitate the recognition of 
its internal structure (Fig. 9). The geometry of the clastic beds 
reveals that the Barbastro-Balaguer Anticline consists of an 
antiformal stack. Its southern limb shows downward-facing 
hanging wall folds truncated by a hinterland-directed upper 
detachment. At depth this backthrust probably reactivates the 
previous foreland-directed upper detachment of the anti formal 
stack. The tip point of the latter may be either located close to 
the tip of the frontal thrust wedge or situated further south into 
the foreland. 

The width of the triangle zone, between the frontal thrust 
wedge and the South Pyrenean Main Thrust, is controlled by 
the width of the thickest part of the Barbastro evaporitic basin. 

The frontal thrust wedge and the related antiformal stack 
developed in the transition between a thick evaporitic domain 
with salts and a thinner evaporitic domain without salts (Fig. 
9). The frontal thrust wedge developed on top of a flat sole 
detachment, although it shows a gentle north dip as a result of 
the tilting of the beds to accommodate the thickness difference 
of the Barbastro Formation. The minimum amount of shorten
ing involved in the frontal thrust wedge, calculated from 
restoration of the cross-section of Figure 9, is 2.6 km. 

DISCUSSION 

The front of the southern Pyrenees presents variations in 
structural geometry along strike as well as in the age of defor
mation. Each of the described fronts (Beuda, Cardona and 
Barbastro) evolved from east to west from a detachment fold, 
through an antiformal stack to a passive-roof duplex involving 
a progressive increase in the amount of shortening in this 
direction. The frontal wedges which were active during a cer
tain period of time were abandoned once the sole thrust 
climbed to a stratigraphically higher detachment level and 
propagated toward the foreland. The three fronts, although 
they evolved similarly, have different geometries related to the 
mechanical behaviour of the involved strata (Fig. 10). The 
Beuda and Barbastro thrust fronts have as a main detachment 
level sediments consisting of shales, gypsum and some salt, 
whereas the Cardona thrust front has as a main detachment 
level a thick salt horizon. Where salt is involved in the frontal 
thrust wedge it flows to form a salt-cored anticline (Santa 
Maria d'016 and Suria anticlines). Where gypsum and/or 
shales-marIs are involved in the thrust wedge an anti formal 
stack develops (Ohana and Barbastro-Balaguer anticlines). 
Both types of detachment (Cardona salts and Barbastro gyp
sums) are found in the Sanatija anti form. In this thrust wedge, 
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Fig. 10. Different geometries of the frontal thrust wedge in the South 
Pyrenean triangle zone, The resulting geometry is related to 1) the 
increase in shortening from east to west and 2) the difference in 
mechanical behaviour of the sedimentary pile involved, 

salt flows to the core of the anticline and ductile folding of the 
gypsum is recorded as minor folds (Fig. 8). Later, a hinter
land-directed passive-roof duplex developed in the foreland
dipping limb of the anticline. The roof thrust is located a few 
metres below the gypsum's upper contact between the 
Cardona salt and Barbastro gypsum. 

Foreland and hinterland-directed structures coexist in the 
foreland-dipping limb of the thrust wedges. The Sanaiija 
antiform is an illustration of the reactivation of foreland-direct
ed structures and the formation of a ductile wedge. To better 
understand the mechanical behaviour of the sediments involved 
in the Sanaiija antiform, they can be divided into three homo
geneous units: a lower ductile unit (Cardona salt), an 

intermediate ductile unit (Barbastro gypsum) and an upper 
brittle unit (clastic cover) (Fig. 8). The lower ductile unit flows 
from the northeastern syncline into the anticline core. Flow 
from the southwest is reduced due to the facies change of the 
lower ductile unit from salt to gypsum and ramping of the basal 
thrust to an upper detachment located between the lower and 
the intermediate ductile units (Cardona salt-Barbastro gypsum 
contact). The intermediate ductile unit shows ductile deforma
tion represented by smaller folds with a foreland vergence in 
both limbs of the fold. These minor folds have been related to 
shearing in the ductile detachment levels (Sans et al., 1994) 
and they indicate a shearing sense of top to the foreland. A 
detachment exists between the lower and intermediate units 
that allows them to deform independently and another one at 
the top of the intermediate ductile unit which separates the 
folded layers from those not folded and parallel to the clastic 
cover layers. These detachment surfaces are later reactivated as 
roof and floor thrusts of the foreland-dipping duplex observed 
in the seismic profiles. The roof thrust outcrops at the surface 
in the Sanaiija Anticline. The upper brittle unit shows, at an 
outcrop scale, small thrusts cut by backthrusts. Field relations 
show that foreland-verging structures are older than hinterland
directed ones in the Sanaiija Anticline. The intermediate ductile 
unit has the characteristics of a ductile wedge. The same type 
of relationships between foreland-directed structures and hin
terland-directed ones are observed in the Barbastro frontal 
thrust wedge. As in the Sanaiija antiform, the hinterland-direct
ed upper detachment of the thrust wedge only develops after a 
certain amount of growth of the frontal anticline. In both exam
ples, the hinterland-directed upper detachment reactivates pre
vious foreland-directed detachment. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The principal characteristics of the triangle zone in the 
southern Pyrenees area are as follows: 
I. The triangle zone is not widespread along the south 

Pyrenean front. Its occurrence is clearly related to the exis
tence of suitable detachment levels in the foreland 
succession (Beuda, Cardona and Barbastro evaporitic for
mations). 

2. The frontal structure of the triangle zone, the thrust wedge, 
shows important along-strike variations that are related to 
the orientation of the evaporite basin boundaries at depth. 

3. The locations of the pinch-outs of the foreland evaporitic 
layers control the positions of the footwall ramps that allow 
the basal "blind" thrust to climb up to the next detachment 
level. The most external structure of the triangle zone origi
nates at the strati graphic pinch-out of the evaporite and is 
not related to a ramp. 

4. Older foreland-directed structures can be reactivated as 
hinterland-directed structures in the frontal thrust wedge. 
Ductile wedges are limited by these types of reactivated 
structures and as in the Sanaiija and Barbastro antiforms 
both senses of movement can be recorded. 
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5. A frontal thrust wedge is not the structural style characteris
tic of the last stages of a thrust-and-fold belt. In the south 
Pyrenean triangle zone, thrust wedges were successively 
abandoned as deformation progressed southward, increasing 
the width of the triangle zone. 
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